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Abstract 
 

Last years, the concept of smart classroom is appeared in educational systems, 

this concept is focused on mobile learning environment because of increasing the 

flexibility of distance learning, and providing a new type of digital culture. That 

culture concentrates on the processing of knowledge and helps the student to be theِ

center of the learning processِand not the teacher. This thesis focuses on design and 

implementation of a complete wireless interaction mobile phones learning system 

through a server using web services, for a classroom. The proposed system gives the 

server (administrator) an authorization to allow mobile phone of users (student) to 

access the proposed system in order to take the lecture and participate in an exam 

after reliability of the student is checked. Reliability is an important and essential 

part of the proposed system depending on the location of the mobile phone student. 

If it is within the limits of the smart classroom, then the serverِ (administrator) is 

authorized to provide ciphering keys to the student.  These keys are assigned to 

authorized students using the key management system It provides unique and 

variable key assignment for each authorized student used later in encryption and 

decryption using Improvement RC6 (IRC6) algorithm.IRC6 key generation based 

on two types of chaotic maps (chebyshev ,ِ2D logistic) in order to generate N key to 

N users. The results showed the success of the proposed system in detecting the  

location of students within the smart classroom using the min value of the Haversine 

formula and comparing it with the threshold value .The results prove that the average 

secrecy of IRC6 is better than of traditional RC6, in which: for 16 bits’ key length, 

and 128 bits plaintext size, the average secrecy of IRC6 is (0.390 - 1.413) while for 

RC6 is constant value (0.244).                                                     
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Chapter One 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Modern trends in technological development have forced learning to 

follow its steps. Teaching professionals have focused on the new learning 

methodology, such as learning. Because e-learning uses a variety of devices, 

many of which spread in the lives of students. Therefore, it can enhance student 

participation and provide opportunities to make learning an integral part of their 

daily activities, making the education process more durable, private, 

cooperative and long-lasting [1].  

The contribution of technology has been to the overall learning activity 

level through the globe together in terms of number and outreach. The quick 

development in the portable diffusion person computing and devices of 

communication, specifically, smartphone and tablets, has allowed an extensive 

implementation of technology-depending learning of non-traditional [2]. 

 The usage of mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets can host 

educational applications which can be used anywhere, anytime, at the user’s 

convenience [3]. 

There is extensive spreading of the Mobile learning (M-learning) due to 

the growth of mobile devices with progressive technology of the wireless 

communication which has stimulated education “on the move,” by the use of 

mobile devices in educational situations. This innovation of the technology has 

stimulated advanced education organizations to growth the mobile use 

technology to accomplish the prospects of their students and requirements. At 
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current, many students who are undergraduate carry their personal digital 

devices to university, and they imagine to get the admittance to the academic 

resources by the use of their mobile devices [4]. 

The M-learning become the method to learn that augment classroom and 

e-learning because it has properties of flexibility and diversity. It is a trend that 

is in growing and lengthens learning outside the theatres of the lecture and can 

be exploited to respond to the challenges of particular educational contexts, 

accompaniment and improve formal schooling, increase and help learning for 

people of different ages and opportunities for augment learning in publics where 

opportunities of the educational are limited [5]. 

The consideration of the security of mobile learning is becoming 

progressively significant due to the fact that additional colleges are installing 

technologies of mobile to match their delivery of the classroom learning and the 

use of technology devices in learning by the mobile which can possibly become 

vulnerable if the security aspects are neglected [6]. 

Recently, there have been numerous violations of mobile devices since 

they became popular, particularly in systems of the open operating. With the 

increased use of portable applications and devices to store or access information 

that is personal and sensitive, the most worrying thing is to be open and popular 

platform provides such a convenient Android environment to exploit and deploy 

security attacks [7]. 

Security requirements that must be present in mobile applications are [8]: 

1- Authentication – a feature that is required only if important 

information must be accessed in a restricted method; different 

types can be used for authentication like password, biometric, etc. 
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2- Network Security – the characteristic that is usually very limited 

or is missing due to the technological restrictions which are still 

present; 

3- Application Security – for applications that are always online, the 

security can be controlled by a server. 

This thesis concentrates on improving the authentication system by using 

a mobile learning system in the smart classroom by using detect location instead 

of password to give authorization to the student, which increases the speed of 

the propose system and using the create grid point algorithm to determine the 

location of the student for the smart class and determine whether it is authorized 

or not. An effective algorithm was developed to improve the security 

performance of the traditional RC6 encryption algorithm by adding a chaotic 

map to generate N key for N user with various length and use this key to encrypt 

lectures, exam questions, student answers, homework, etc., for more security 

and reliability we used the Key Management and using a Web server as a 

firewall. 

1.2 Related Work 

Many researchers have proposed many works about security and 

authentication in M-learning. The following are some studies and researches 

related to this: 

 F. D. S. Bahry et. al. in (2015) [9], In this work the points of view of the 

academics on the measure of the security on mobile learning are obtained 

and inspected . In common, it determines connected degree on security 

that comprises dependability, confidence, secrecy and security itself. The 

determinants are used by every measure in earlier studies and its variety 
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in certain environments and perceptions. Determinants of the 

dependability and security are extensively improved to measure in terms 

of the environment of the infrastructure of mobile learning, even though 

confidence and secrecy typically measure performances and insights 

from the user or human to mobile learning.  Additional features of the 

security that are deliberated at peek comprise the distribution of the key 

and management, confidentiality of the information and privacy, safe 

routing, detection of the intrusion, integrity of the data, authentication of 

the entity and aggregation of the secure data. It plotting on the related 

security measures with every mobile learning component will be 

expressed for additional study. 

 S. S. Oyelere,  D. I. Sajoh et. al. in (2015) [10], In this work a number 

of damaging effects of cybersecurity neglect in m-learning were 

discussed. lecturers and students both stated their point on these 

problems: data lost, loss of privacy, disturbance of psychological, loss of 

confidentiality and trust on education, copyright breach and piracy, 

examination misconducts, academic performance decrease and study 

time loss. These problems requisite to be well show up to withstand the 

m-learning advantage , they suggested certain methods to decrease threat 

of cybersecurity on m-learning are mechanisms  of connection of 

cybersecurity like ant phishing ,anti-malware , firewalls, and anti-virus, 

engagement of extremely skilled security specialists to achieve m-

learning systems, data backing-up and systems of m-learning, data 

encryption fixing and biometric defense and boarding on public 

consciousness about problems of cybersecurity, Suitable plan and 

systems implementation useful in web-based learning and adequate 

cybersecurity management for m-learning platforms will convert to 
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improved learning, effectiveness, fulfillment and suitability of m-

learning. 

 S.A Shonola et. al. in (2016) [7], they established enhancement app of 

m-learning security to increase the awareness of the students, supplement 

current security in devices of m-learning and offer information on 

decreasing dangers. They offered an improvement app to deliver 

education for the security and consciousness between the students who 

involve their devices of the mobile for learning. The app aids in making 

the content of the learning on the portable devices over mechanism of 

file-lock and provides students and educators comparable, the chance to 

exercise tasks of simple security. The improvement app of the security 

does flaw checks or examinations and make suggestions for a suitable 

commendation. The app watching facility aids to observe additional apps 

that may be malware or spyware, by the use of services of the scanner 

and directs even announcements to the users concerning whichever 

problems of the security or doubtful app. The app is regard appropriate 

for the aim as it aid to resolve some of the problems of the security that 

students have met in the previous. Above all, the app does what it says as 

it provides extra security facilities in addition to normal device security. 

Thus, the app enhances the in-built security features of mobile devices. 

 Yu Li et. al. in (2016) [11], In this work a scheme of privacy conserving 

was designed for learning on distant, in that the use of smart phones by 

the students to get admission to online materials and courses. Technology 

of the ARM Trust Zone was used to stock the delicate data and they 

implement robust tools of the cryptographic in scheme designing, the 

examination and assessment prove that their scheme is certainly privacy 

conserving with great effectiveness. Their influences are: first to study 

learning on distance of privacy conserving and suggest the structure that 
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can defend privacy of the students in learning on distant, they examine 

the student’s privacy in their structure. There is no leak for any 

considerable information relates to the students scheme no matter it is in 

the server or smart phone and finally assessment displays that the system 

is useful with great effectiveness. 

 G. Kalpana et. al.in (2017) [13], In this work a Shifted Adaption 

Homomorphism Encryption (SAHE) was proposed, that is considered as 

the improved choice for all the present study going on. SAHE execute the 

minimum public key of 32 bit and it has the capacity for integer and real 

numbers encryption. A main problem in research field is struggle in 

defensive questions of the user, that is located by considering a technique 

of encryption of public key that is depending on the reversed index. The 

schema preserves search efficiency using inverted index, by solving one-

time only search. This method is appropriate for mobile learning since 

the suggested algorithm will not use the mobile memory or power. 

 Kai Qian, et. al. in (2017) [12], This work addresses the needs for 

pedagogical learning materials are located for education with database 

security and the defies of database security building capability over 

operative, attractive, and analytical learning methods, over moveable and 

integrate able mobile-constructed learning modules with hands-on 

confidante labs depending on the commendations of the OWASP, like 

validation of the input, encryption of the data, sharing of the data, 

checking, and others. they generate an environment of motivating 

learning which inspires and involves all database security ideas of the 

students and practices learning.  The initial student’s feedback was 

optimistic. Students increased experiences from hands-on real world 

learning on Mobile Database Security (MDS) with devices of the Android 
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mobile that also significantly encouraged students’ self-effectiveness and 

self-assurance in their learning with mobile security.   

 Yi Cai, et al. in (2018) [14], In this work they implemented a framework 

of the authentication that has the capability to classifier training with time 

sequence data. To assess the behavioral biometric performance of the 

system of the authentication, three experiments are designed to estimate 

the reliability, safety and accuracy when the data is collected in different 

scenarios. In decision, authentication of the online training depending on 

system provides equivalent performance when allocating with data of the 

time-series and the biometric information behavior of illustration pattern 

is noticeable when smartphone authentication used. This type of 

biometric authentication behavior system has two chief benefits: (1) 

update is easy and (2) without memory, is not only smartphone unlocking 

applications, but also can show a significant starring role in additional 

platforms with other sequential of time-series systems, like gait and 

Simband.  

 Olugbenga W. Adejo et al. in (2018) [15], In this work they explained 

the various benefits of the using m-learning platform and cloud 

infrastructure in higher education and examines the vulnerabilities of the 

platform in addition to additional challenges of the security and privacy 

concerning the effective execution of environment of the m-learning in 

cloud infrastructure. They propose a detailed data protection and security 

framework that is wanted for locating these problems. The predictable 

that the suggested structure when fully executed, will give all essential 

answer to problems linking to the security and protection data of m-

learners in environment of the cloud computing, rise by the use of the 

system trust along with improve the m-learning platforms, they propose 

a data protection and security framework for m-learning that can be used 
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within cloud infrastructure with enhance protection cutting across all the 

three components -the devices, the network and the cloud infrastructure. 

 

1.3 Problem Statement 

 

Technology is explosively growing, which positively effects leaning 

systems and led to expression of smart classroom.  The first problem with these 

classrooms is how to recognize their students. The second problem, is that the 

students must be learned through interactive learning system using mobile 

phone. The third problem is how to secure data and authenticate students 

through the mobile learning system.   

 

1.4 Aim of Thesis 

The aim of this thesis is to solve the three problems which are mentioned 

in section (1.3). Therefore, the aims of this research are: 

1- Recognizing the students inside the smart classroom using a geographic 

technique that used Eclides theory to calculate distances. 

2- Design and implement complete mobile interaction learning model for a 

smart classroom through a server using web services and android system. 

3- Securing the transferred data in the mobile learning system through an 

improvement of RC6 encryption using chaotic map. 

 

1.5 Contribution 

The main contribution of this thesis is implementing mobile learning 

system for smart classroom. However, the new contribution in this thesis is 

using of authentication system for recognizing students which is depending on 
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geographic technique of specifying the boundaries of classroom. Another 

contribution in this thesis is the using of good combination of security through 

an improvement of RC6 encryption using chaotic map. 

 

1.6 Thesis Outlines 

The remaining chapters are: 

Chapter two which is entitled theoretical background: presents Authentication 

and its types, RC6 encryption algorithm with Chaotic map, mobile learning, 

Web service, Location based services and other concepts that are relate to the 

proposed system. 

Chapter three which is entitled The Proposed System: presents the main 

proposed system, design objectives, and covers the communications and 

techniques that are used to authenticate communications of mobile learning. 

Chapter four which is entitled The Results: This presents the results and tests 

of the proposed system. 

Chapter five which is entitled Conclusions, and Suggestions for Future Work: 

presents the conclusions for the proposed systems, and suggestions for future 

work. 
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Chapter Two 

Theoretical Background 

 

2.1 Introduction 

       This chapter presents the theoretical background of this work. Mobile 

learning (M-Learning) and Mobile learning Security is presented in subsection 

(2.2) and (2.3). While, subsection (2.4) presents an authentication concept. 

Password authentication is given in subsection (2.5). Subsection (2.6) shows 

key management. RC6 algorithm is covered in subsection (2.7). Chaotic map is 

clarified in subsections (2.8). Subsection (2.9) introduces the idea of Web 

service. Subsection (2.10) shows location finding. Finally, subsection (2.11) 

presented the average security. 

 

2.2 Mobile Learning (M-Learning) 

M-learning provides an opportunity to learn anywhere, anytime and to 

keep convenience of learners. With the comprehensive presence of mobile 

devices among students, educational institutions around the world have begun 

using mobile technology to facilitate learning in new and innovative ways. 

Mobile phone technology can improve the students' learning experience and 

performance [16].  

      The wide distribution of technologies of mobile and becoming inexpensive 

and obtainable between large age groups range, and their influence on scope 

learning embraces flexibility, availability, proximity, location, outreach, 

comfort and context. M- learning has the potential to transform the learning 

from the students through numerous conceptual, physical and societal spaces. 
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M- learning definitions include common characteristics such as portability, 

originality, context, social interaction and customization [17].M-learning would 

be a natural evolution of E-learning, permitting both students and users to have 

a process of learning over technology of mobile [18]. Every distribution of 

educational awareness across the internet is defined by E-Learning, which make 

it a subdivision of technology-constructed on training [19]. 

       M-Learning is often described as occupying a sub-space within the E-

Learning space, which is in turn a sub-part of digital learning. The major 

variances among E-learning and M-learning are describe in table (2.1) . 

Table (2.1): Differences between E-learning and M-learning [15]. 

 E-learning M-Learning 

Aim For in-depth knowledge 

about a subject 

Quick accessibility and 

knowledge transfer when 

Needed 

Approach Formal learning More flexible and informal than 

E-learning. Allow more 

freedom 

Medium Desktops or Laptops Mobile devices- Phone, tablet, 

PDA 

Accessibility 

by user 

Limited to where there is 

internet and Static 

Anywhere, No geographical 

boundaries 

Design Detail information and more 

media Interactivity 

Sometimes the information may 

not be detailed but bite-sized 

modules 

Retention Varied High due to level of 

accessibility on the go 

Cost High cost of acquisition of 

desktop or Laptop 

Mid-range cost, affordable by 

many 
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       Because of the shortcomings of E-learning in the areas of cost and time 

disadvantages as well as advances in internet technologies, the world is 

witnessing a shift in the use of E-learning for M- learning. Figure (2.1) below 

displays the development of the learning platform [15]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.1): The evolution of the learning platform [15]. 

2.3. M-Learning Security 

       The element of security plays a major role in any type of application. Higher 

institution members are concerned about the authentication and security of M- 
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learning. There is some certain characteristic that a communication of secure 

mobile should contain: key distribution and management, Information 

confidentiality and privacy, secure routing, intrusion detection, data integrity, 

entity authentication and secure data aggregation. All of the above features must 

be provided if we want to have a fully secured transmission of learning materials 

by the means of the mobile devices mentioned as well as wireless computing.  

The two significant requirements of the security: confidentiality and data 

integrity which can be obtain by executing mechanisms of   simple link-layer 

security in which the packets are encrypted and employ message authentication 

codes, the authentication is also an important security property as it ensures the 

receiver that the message did came from the originated or right sender [9]. 

 

2.4 Authentication 

     Authentication and the various measures of authentication are used to verify 

that a specific user or process is who they say they are. There are four standard 

ways that users are authenticated [20]: 

1- Something you know –  the most common method that many users are 

acquainted. The method in which this standard is presented by username or 

password that is recognized only to the user. 

2- Something you have –  This form of authentication is represented by the 

user having possession of a physical entity or device. This can be represented 

as a physical token such as the user’s smartphone or other media device 

generating a temporary and sometimes single use authentication code.  

3- Something you are – This type of authentication is symbolized as a 

biometric signature like fingerprint, scan of retina, or recognition of the face. 

This is usually considering one of the toughest type of authentication when 

implemented properly. 
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4- Someplace you are – This form of authentication corresponds to where a 

user or process is located, and in response gives or denies access to resources 

accordingly. An IP addresses can be used to implement this form through the 

use of a variety of IP or geographic site points for multifactor authentication 

to be showed properly. 

         Regrettably, each factor has its own disadvantages. For example, 

passwords are susceptible to attack of off-line guessing, phishing, etc. there 

are a chance of losing or the stealing of the smart card, and the data kept can 

be removed. Data of the biometric cannot be easily altered or canceled. An 

operational method to release these issues is to merge all these three factors, 

that is recognized as authentication of the three-factor [21]. 

2.5  Password Authentication Scheme 

       Today's systems use the traditional authentication system to authenticate 

users by secretly entering a word of their choice for example password. When 

the password entered, the system will look for the arrived username and 

password in the hash of the password. If the system's kept password equals the 

arrived password for the stated username, the authenticated of the user is done 

in the system . There are many disadvantages of this system. Passwords of this 

sort are severely weak against brute force attacks and dictionary attacks. It is 

also vulnerable to key logging, shoulder surfing, guessing attack, multi factor 

authentication and offline attacks [22]. The compounds of the password are a 

secure phrase or characters string which can be used to obtain access to a 

protected resource. The first time the passwords were used in the Institution of 

Massachusetts of Technology in 1961 for retrieving a huge time-sharing 

depending on the computer called Compatible Time-sharing system (CTSS) 

Password can be classified in two: 
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1- Static Password:  Is a type of password that does not change. A merged 

alphanumeric and distinctive characters are used for the authentication. This 

method is weak to the attacks of the key logging, dictionary and brute force. 

 2- Dynamic password (one-time password) OTP: Is a type of 

authentication technique that the password changes. Dynamic password 

varies based of on the change factors and function, factor could be time 

lapse, or occurrence of an activity, function define how this factors take in 

the factors as parameters to change the accepted password at a particular 

time. Authentication by the dynamic password uses a system of third party 

for producing accepted password. The static passwords are easier to recall 

compared to the dynamic passwords [23]. There for many schemes of 

authentication for one-time password have been suggested to protect the 

authentication data and user password. Schemes of authentication for one-

time password are regularly assessed depending on three features, 

simplicity, security and efficiency. Simplicity denotes how simple it is to 

realize the one-time password authentication scheme [24]. 

 

2.6 Key management 

    A network has to achieve security requirements in terms of authentication, 

confidentiality, integrity, availability and non-repudiation. These security 

requirements rely on the availability of secure key management scheme. 

Fundamental goal of key management is to manage the keys used in the network 

and to prevent the improper use of legally issued keys, such as unauthorized 

modification, disclosure, or replaying of keys as well as the use of obsolete keys 

etc.  The intruder can interrupt the network by using the authorized keys 

malevolently if there is no secure use of keys. If there is no secure key 
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management the network become vulnerable to attack, therefore key 

management is the basic part of any secure communication in a network. Most 

cryptography relies on some underlying secure, robust and efficient key 

management. Secure communication normally involves a key distribution, 

updating and revocation procedure between communication parties [25]. 

2.6.1 Factors that Affect Key Management   

Factors affecting key management are itemized below [26]: 

1- Size of the key like digits’ number, symbols or characters, size of the 

message and encryption time.  

2- Sequence of key organization, arrangement of the random order is 

nominated to stop attacks.  

3- Key maintenance for compromised nodes in multiple servers and update 

certificate authority. 

4- Alternate keys number for changing topology alteration, size of the node 

and strength. 

5- Trusted Third Party (TTP) Number in the maintenance of the key. 

 

2.6.2 Key Management Techniques   

      In symmetric encryption, the sender and the receiver use the same key. In 

cryptography of the public key, there is a used of two keys, one is named private 

key and other one is public key. The public key is available to the public and it 

is used for encryption. The other used for decryption and is prepared obtainable 

only for receiver and this key is certainly not available or communicated to 

anyone by the receiver. Thus, the private key remains invulnerable.   Proper 

management of the private keys increases compliance management and reduce 
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the risk of data loss. Every communication needs formation of new couple of 

public and private key. Number of keys required are less as compared to 

symmetric key cryptography [27]. Key management is categorized using 

methods of the centralized and distributed. In management for the centralized 

key, the key is managed by the cluster head that is organized by a group of 

servers for the centralized key, while the other method, nodes produce keys with 

respect to servers of the key and nodes of the destination. Trusted Third Party 

(TTP) uses on-line and off-line techniques to manage keys between sender, 

receiver and intermediate nodes. Key management essentially contains of key 

generation and key maintenance phases, key maintenance consists of key 

update, key revoke and key store. Different key management phases are: 

1. Key Generation - Number of unique public key(s) to be produced for servers 

which are centralized and nodes for each server in a network.   

2. Key Distribution - Key distribution is done through a secure channel, key 

distribution center, trusted third party or mobile agent. Key distribution is set in 

private and confidential manner for secure applications.   

3. Key Update - Keys are updated when nodes join or leave the network or 

when malicious nodes attack the network.   

4. Key Revocation – Compromised nodes block or alter the route path and 

change the message content. Servers revoke the assigned keys, disable the 

compromise node entry in the key distribution table and broadcast the update 

key table to adjacent nodes and neighboring servers.   

5. Key Store/Key Pool - Set of keys are stored in the centralized data base. 

Whenever keys are assigned, the key is being chosen from the pool when the 
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keys are allocated.  Disabled keys for compromised nodes are saved in the key 

store and the status bit is set to compromise. After a period, the bit of status is 

fixed to useable key [26]. 

2.6.3 key management functions 

        There are following are additional functions used in key management: 

1. Key Discovery -The key of the nodes is shared with contiguous nodes 

and their identity is confirmed. In this function, the keys of contiguous 

nodes match and the corresponding pair of nodes share a secure path; else 

an alternate path is searched using path establishment technique.   

2. Key Path Establishment – In the case there is wrong match of the key 

among contiguous nodes, key path establishment is invoked to find an 

alternate path that lead toward destination node [26]. 

 

2.7 Rivest Cipher (RC6) Symmetric Cipher 

     RC6 is a Symmetric block cipher submitted to NIST for consideration as the 

new Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).RC6 the diffusion results are much 

faster as compared to RC5, which permits RC6 to be implemented with fewer 

rounds at much higher security and with higher throughput and thus the RC6 is 

compatible so that all the need is met of the Advanced Encryption Standard [28].  

RC6 designed by Ron Rivest, Matt Robshaw, Ray Sidney and Yiqun Lisa Yin. 

The algorithm was also submitted to the NESSIE and CRYPTREC projects. 

RSA security patented this algorithm which consider exclusive, RC6 is 

considered the derivation of the RC5 and there are two central new 

characteristics that differ from RC5: the integer multiplication inclusion and the 

four w-bit working registers use as an alternative of two w-bit registers [29].  
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RC6 block cipher is widely uses as the delay is low and complexity of the 

computational is less that meet the constrain of the real-time [30]. The main two 

characteristics are confidentiality and the integrity of the data which can be 

accomplished by the symmetric ciphers use. The RC6 has some certain features 

that make it parameterized which are size of the block, the size of the key, and 

the rounds number, the higher limit on the size of the key is 2040 bits, RC6 can 

be more precisely stated as RC6w/r/b where the size of the word is w bits, 

encryption involves of a nonnegative rounds number r, and b signifies the key 

encryption length in bytes [31].For all variants, RC6-w/r/b operates on four w-

bit words using the following six basic operations explain in Table (2.2) . 

Table (2.2): RC6 Operations [28]. 
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       Operations of the data-dependent is being exploits by RC6 like that 

multiplication of 32-bit integer is effectively applied on greatest processors. 

Multiplication of the integer is very operational diffusion and RC6 used it to 

calculate the amounts of the rotation so that these amounts are reliant on 

completely other bits of alternative register. As a consequence, RC6 has much 

quicker diffusion than RC5 [28], the RC6 cipher explains in Figure (2.2) . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.2): Explains the RC6 algorithm cipher [31]. 

RC6 algorithm has three parts Key expansion, Encryption and Decryption . 

A- Key-Expansion Algorithm 

Key-Expansion Parameter: Use two magic constants:   

                                𝐩𝐰 =  𝐎𝐝𝐝 ((𝐞 − 𝟐)𝟐𝐰                  … (2.1) 

                        𝐐𝐰 = 𝐎𝐝𝐝 ((ø − 𝟏)𝟐𝐰             … (2.2) 
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Where: 

e = 2.718281828459 (base of natural logarithm). 

ø = 1.618033988749 (golden ratio = (1 + √5)/2). 

W=word-bit (word size) 

L= key length  

S= Key expansion table 

Odd(x) = the odd integer nearest to x. 

The steps for - Key-Expansion RC6 Algorithm are shown in algorithm (2.1). 

Algorithm (2.1): Key-Expansion RC6 algorithm [31]. 

Input: L denotes the byte key that is preloaded into c word 

array L [0,1, …, c-1], r denotes the number of rounds. 

Output: w-bit round keys S [0,1, ..., 2r+3] 

 Begin 

 Step1: S [0] = Pw 

 Step2: Repeat step 3 for i= 1 to 2r +3 do 

 Step3: S[i] = S [i- 1] + Qw 

 Step4: A = B = i = j = 0 

 Step5: Iteration = 3 × max (c, 2r +4)     

 Step6: Repeat Step7 to Step10 for j=1to Iteration do 

 Step7: A = S[i] = (S[i] + A+ B) <<< 3 

 Step8: B = L[j] = (L[j] + A + B) <<< (A + B) 

 Step9: i = (i + 1) mod (2r +4) 

 Step10: j = (j + 1) mod c 

 End 
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B. Encryption 

      Four w-bit registers A, B, C, D contain   the initial input plain-text as well 

as the output cipher text at the end of encryption. The first plaintext byte is 

located in the minimum important byte of A, the last plaintext byte is located 

into the greatest important byte of D, the stapes for RC6 algorithm encryption 

are presented in algorithm (2.2). 

 

Algorithm (2.2) :Encryption RC6 algorithm [31]. 

  Input: plaintext stored in four w-bit input registers (A, B, C, D), 

            r: number of rounds, w-bit round keys S [0 … 2r+ 3] 

Output: cipher text stored in A, B, C, D 

 Begin 

Step1: B = B +S [0] 

 Step2: D = D +S [1] 

 Step3: repeat step4 to step8 for i = 1 to r do 

 Step4: t = (B × (2B + 1)) <<<log w 

 Step5: u = (D × (2D + 1)) <<< log w 

Step6: A = ((A⊕ t) <<< u) + S[2i] 

Step7: C = ((C⊕ u) <<< t) + S [2i + 1] 

Step8: (A, B, C, D) = (B, C, D, A) 

 Step9: A = A + S [2r + 2] 

Step10:C = C + S [2r + 3] 

End 
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C-Decryption 

    In the case of cipher-text decryption is being loaded into registers A, B, C, D. 

integer subtraction modulo 2w and right rotation on registers is used by the 

algorithm to get the plain text, it does opposite registers operations, the steps 

for RC6 algorithm decryption are presented in algorithm (2.3) [31]. 

 

Algorithm (2.3): Decryption RC6 algorithm [31]. 

Input: Cipher text stored in four w-bit input registers A, B, C, D 

           r: number of rounds, w-bit round keys S [0, …, 2r + 3] 

Output: Plaintext stored in A, B, C, D 

 Begin 

  Step1: C = C - S [2r + 3] 

Step2: A = A - S [2r +2] 

 Step3: Repeat step 4 to step8 for i = r down to 1 do 

 Step4: (A, B, C, D) = (D, A, B, C) 

 Step5: u = (D × (2D + 1)) <<<log w 

 Step6: t = (B × (2B + 1)) <<<log w 

 Step7: c = ((C -S [2i + 1]) >>> t) ⊕u 

 Step8: A = ((A - S[2i]) >>> u) ⊕t 

 Step9: D = D -S [ 1] 

 Step10: B = B -S [0] 

 End 
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2.8 Chaotic Map 

       The chaotic sequences have various useful features of application based on 

security. These features are: - (1) the chaotic is dynamic system in discrete time 

to generate complicated sequence which behaves randomly in easy and simple 

way. (2) the chaotic signal is not random but it is deterministic, this feature let 

us to renewal it. (3) The chaotic signal has high sensitivity of initial condition 

this lead any change in initial condition create other sequence. This feature 

makes the chaotic sequence very difficult to predict by attackers to renewal it 

and increase the security level. (4) the chaotic sequence path has random 

behavior in the specific space, this causes the restoration of this sequence is 

impossible in its specific space.  Chaotic maps are separated into two classes, 

1D (one-dimensional) and multidimensional maps [32]. 

2.8.1 1D Chebyshev chaotic map    

       Chebyshev is one of the most commonly used security mechanisms in 

authentication methods because it contains a semi-group property. The 

Chebyshev polynomial is presented in three definition of as following 

equation:- 

Def.1 The Chebyshev polynomial in degree n is determined as: 

                   Tn(x)= cos (n ∗ arccos (x))                         …  (2.3) 

where n is integer number, x ∈ [1,−1] 

Def.2 Semi-group features for Chebyshev can achieved as: 

                  Trs(x)=Tr (Ts(x)) = Ts (Tr(x))                …(2.4) 
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Def.3 The Chebyshev polynomial in n degree, present: 

                         (x, Tx (x))                                                     

 it is infeasible in computation to determine the polynomial order n [33] 

2.8.2 Logistic Map 

       The logistic map is a polynomial mapping and is an example of non-linear 

recursive algorithm which generates chaotic relations. There are two kinds of 

logistic: 1D logistic Map and 2D logistic map. 2D logistic used to generate 

chaotic numbers which are utilized in diffusion process. This process leads to 

that the image that encrypted to own more uniform histogram and in addition 

used process of decryption as Symmetric-key. 2D logistic map is useful to 

produce chaotic(M×N) matrix by the original image that is then is been used as 

a secret-key which lead to a large key space so it would be considered secure 

and confident. The 2D logistic Map equation is defined as following: 

         𝐱𝐧+𝟏 = 𝛌(𝟑𝐲𝐧 + 𝟏)𝐱𝐧(𝟏 − 𝐱𝐧)   ,                           

        𝐲𝐧+𝟏 =  𝛌 (𝟑𝐱𝐧+𝟏 + 𝟏)𝐲𝐧(𝟏 − 𝐲𝐧)                      … (2.5) 

                          

where λ belong to (0,4] and the (x0, y0) belong to (0,1) diagrams of bifurcation 

of the Logistic map is shown in Figure (2.3) [34]. 
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Figure (2.3): bifurcation diagrams of the Logistic map [34]. 

2.9 Web Service 

    A group of operations which are network available over standardized XML 

messaging that is explained by the Web Service (WS). The description of web 

service by standard, notion of formal XML, named its description of service. It 

includes all the parts essential to interrelate with the service, comprising formats 

of the message that detail the operations, protocols of the transport and position. 

The program to-program communications are composed by WS. The charge of 

implementing e-business is reduced by permission of the WS, and also arrange 

solutions quicker and to exposed new chances. The key to reaching this new 

horizon is a common program-to-program communications model, built on 

existing and emerging standards such as (Hypertext transfer protocol) HTTP, 

Extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), 

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and Universal Description 

Discovery and Integration (UDDI). 
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    One of the most important features of WS is the integration to create a web 

environment because it depends on standardized extensible Markup Language 

(XML). This language provides WS a platform-neutral mechanism to represent 

data for compatibility and flexibility. This means, that if a client is working on 

many old, modern, and developed systems on different operating platforms and 

in different programming languages to be integrated. One of the advantages of 

Web Services is offering a model of combined programming for the services of 

private Intranet and public Internet growth and usage as a consequence, as a 

result, the choice of network technology will be transparent to the developer of 

the service.  Architecture of the web services is depending on the exchanges 

among three parts: provider of the service, registry of the service and service 

requestor. The exchanges include the issue, determine and merge operations. 

Collected, these parts and operations perform on the artifacts of the web 

services. Figure (2.4) illustrates these operations, the mechanisms offering them 

and their interactions [35]. 

 

Figure (2.4): The Three Thoughts Roles and Operations of Web Services [35]. 
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2.9.1 WSA Functional Components 

The three operations of conceptual WS to complete the roles, WSA (Web 

Services architecture) must provide three basic functional components of its 

architecture [36]: 

1. Transport: To communicate with a specific service the uses that 

included protocols and formats is represented within the transport 

component. Data types are defined within the data format of messages. A 

control of message transfer within application semantics is determined in 

transfer protocol. The transport protocol declares the actual message 

transfer. 

2. Description: The description of the service across the programming 

languages used is represented by the description components. Where the 

binding information, message format, and exchanges parameters with the 

service is provided within this component. 

3. Discovery: The mechanisms of registering a service or advertising for a 

service or descriptions of the service are represented within this 

component. 

 

 

2.9.2 Web Services security 

 There are four elementary security needs that the layer of the web services 

security should deliver [35]: 

1-Confidentialityis the property that information is not made available or 

disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes, and guarantees 

that the contents of the message are not disclosed to unauthorized 

individuals. 
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2-Authorization The characteristic that make sure of the authority, that 

comprises the permitting of access depending on access rights and promises 

that the sender will have the authorization for sending a message. 

3-Data integrity is the property that data has not been undetectably altered 

or destroyed in an unauthorized manner or by unauthorized users. Thus make 

sure that there is no modification on the message unintentionally or 

purposely in transit. 

4-Proof of origin is evidence identifying the originator of a message or data. 

It gives emphasizes that the transition of the message was done correctly by 

the recognized sender and is not a replay of a previously transmitted 

message. This requirement implies data integrity. 

 

2.9.3 The Basic WS Technologies 

        There are number of technologies have been presented beneath the web 

service title and additional ones will be presented in coming years. Actually, the 

paradigm of the web service has grown-up very fast that numerous technologies 

of competing are trying to offer the same ability, figure (2.5) offers a diagram 

that proves the relationship among these technologies. 
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Figure (2.5): relationship between technologies [36]. 

The relationship between these pieces (SOAP, UDDI, and WSDL) can 

be defined as follows: an application acting in the role of a web services client 

needs to locate another application or a piece of business logic located 

somewhere on the network. The client queries a UDDI registry for the service 

either by name, category, identifier, or specification supported. Once located, 

the client obtains information about the location of a WSDL document from the 

UDDI registry. The WSDL document contains information about how to 

contact the web service and the format of request messages in XML schema. 

The client creates a SOAP message in accordance with the XML schema found 

in the WSDL and sends a request to the host (where the service is) . 
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2.9.3.1 Web Service Description Language (WSDL)   

    Technology of XML is WSDL which defines a web service interface in an 

identical method. WSDL regulates how the parameters of the input and output 

is represented by a web service of an invocation visibly, the structure of the 

function, the invocation nature and the protocol service tie. WSDL permits 

unlike clients to robotically know how to interrelate with a web service. 

2.9.3.2 Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) 

   UDDI provides a worldwide registry of web services for advertisement, 

discovery, and integration purposes. Analysts of the business and scientists use 

UDDI to find obtainable web services by examining for titles, identifiers, 

classes, or the conditions executed by the web service. UDDI offers a 

construction for demonstrating businesses, relationships of business, web 

services, metadata with specification, and web service admission plugs [36]. 

2.9.3.3 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 

The SOAP specification and development is preserved by commendation 

of W3C 27 April 2007.SOAP is a protocol used by Web services to construct 

and understand the messages they exchange. SOAP is at the heart of Web 

services architecture in that it allows the interacting parties in the architecture 

to communicate with each other using a standard, well-understood message 

format .The specification give the definition of a format of XML-based standard 

message, labeling how the metadata of the message and payload should be 

packed into document of XML. 

     The format of the message elementary layout describes in Figure (2.6) SOAP 

Envelope signals the beginning of message of the SOAP. every message 
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involves of SOAP sections of header and body. The body section involved in 

the payload. The additional details of the processing instruction, like the 

protocol of the transaction or policies of the security, go into the header section 

of the message. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.6): The format of the message elementary layout [37]. 

 

     As shown in the communication of the Web service stack in Figure (2.7) a 

message of the SOAP is communicated through the Internet by any transmission 

protocol of the application-level like HTTP or SMTP. The term ‘SOAP binding’ 

is mean to point to the mechanism of the transference by that a SOAP is 

communicated. For example, when a SOAP is bound to HTTP, the SOAP 
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message is embedded in the body section of the HTTP request (and response) 

[37]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.7): Web services communication stack [37]. 

 

     SOAP web service provides a standard and more effective way of web 

communication and a good option for enterprise web applications to 

communicate with other systems or organizations in a more flexible manner.  

SOAP is an easy to use extensible communication technology that can be used 

over the web. The technology follows standards, from architecture to security 

of communication. The SOAP security is not only in the level of the transport, 

but likewise at the level of application, for example the messages is been 

transformed only to the requesting application. SOAP is a technology of flexible 

online communication, and been flexible it improves effectiveness and can 

guarantee a more effective and serviceable architecture [38]. 
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2.10 Location Based Services 

    Some of the modern technologies is Location Based Services (LBS) is to 

obtain a location in the geographical existence of mobile devices. There are 

many ways to calculate the location of an object. These ways have common 

concepts: 

2.10.1 Coordinates Conversion: 

I-the (Cartesian) match to the coordinate of the polar: 

     In systems of digital communication, the change from the coordinate of the 

rectangular to the coordinate of the polar is one of the operations of the key. Let 

(x, y) signify a coordinate of the rectangular, the change is to calculate the angle 

φ among the x-axis and vector and the length of vector ρ by the Eq. (2.6).   

            φ = tan-1 (y /x ) , ρ=√𝐱𝟐 + 𝐲𝟐                          …    (2.6) 

    The RPC (the rectangular (Cartesian) coordinate to the polar coordinate) 

process can be regarded as discovery a rotation to line up the specified vector 

alongside the x axis [39]. 

II-the polar coordinate to the (Cartesian) coordinate: 

      The azimuth and distance (φ, ρ) states coordinates of the polar, coordinates 

of the orthogonal (x, y) signifies Cartesian coordinates, polar Coordinates-

Cartesian coordinate conversion method is defined by the Eq. (2.7): 

            𝐱 = 𝛒 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝛗 , 𝐲 = 𝛒 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛗                                                   …  (2.7) 
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where 

𝛒 describes the distance in polar coordinate system, φ describes the azimuth in 

system of polar coordinate [40]. 

 

III-Vectors (Algebraic Approach) the Cartesian coordinate to the 

Rectangular Coordinates: 

The vector will be expressed in Rectangular Coordinates as follows [41]: 

In 3D Vector �⃑⃑�                �⃑⃑� = 𝐮𝟏 �̂� + 𝐮𝟐 �̂� + 𝐮𝟑�̂�                          …   (2.8) 

Magnitude of   �⃑⃑�              ‖�⃑⃑� ‖ = √𝐮𝟏
𝟐 + 𝐮𝟐

𝟐 + 𝐮𝟑
𝟐                         …   (2.9) 

Unit Vector in the Direction of �⃑⃑�        �̂� =
�⃑⃑� 

‖�⃑⃑� ‖
=

�⃑⃑� 

√𝐮𝟏
𝟐+𝐮𝟐

𝟐+𝐮𝟑
𝟐
          ...    (2.10) 

2.10.2 earth's radius: 

    The coordinate of the calculation of an earth-centered (X, Y, Z) system for a 

trajectory referenced by altitude, latitude, and longitude is Earth of forthright in 

biaxial (WGS-84) ellipsoid. The difficult rises using the coordinate of the earth-

centered system for the opposite operation to recalculate the altitude, latitude 

and longitude of the path, this calculation can only be implemented nearly. A 

mathematical depiction of the earth form is of excessive attention to numerous 

communities engineering. The biaxial ellipsoid is a respectable estimate to the 

traditional geodetic difficult That model leaves only marginally from the triaxial 

ellipsoid estimate, yet it uses greatly fewer complex calculation, coordinates 
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(x,y,z) of point P can be determined from its geodetic coordinates (ø,λ,h) by the 

Eq.(2.11): 

          𝐑𝐧 =
𝐚

√𝟏−𝐞𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝟐ø
                                               …        (2.11) 

Where 

 a is the ellipsoidal equatorial radius (a = 6378.137 km for model WGS-84) 

e is the eccentricity of ellipsoid (e2 = 0.00669437999for model WGS-84) 

ø is the geodetic latitude (positive North) [42]. 

 

2.10.3 Haversine formula 

      The Haversine formula is used to calculate the distance between two points 

on the surface of the earth using latitude and longitude as an input variable. The 

Haversine formula is an important equation in navigation, giving a large circular 

spacing between two points on the surface of the earth with longitude and 

latitude. The formula use takes up to disregard the effect of the ellipsoidal, quite 

precise for most controls, also disregards the low hills height and valleys on the 

earth surface [43]. 

      This technique is used for geographic information systems applications. On 

the maps use which are previously have 2D will have points showed in integers. 

In the computation's phases, haversine are main will change the latitude and 

longitude value integer number to radians, then these numbers are considered in 

the algorithm haversine. The haversine formula is defined by the Eq. (2.12): 
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𝐝 = 𝟐𝐫 𝐚𝐫𝐜𝐬𝐢𝐧√𝐬𝐢𝐧𝟐 (
𝛉𝟐−𝛉𝟏

𝛉𝟏
) + 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝛉𝟏)𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝛉𝟐)𝐬𝐢𝐧

𝟐 (
𝛌𝟐−𝛌𝟏

𝛌𝟏
)          … (2.12) 

Where: 

𝛉: Latitude 

𝛌 : Longitude 

r: radius of the earth (r = 6.731 km), d : Distance  

    To achieve computations of the distance using formula of the haversine, we 

need each point location. The latitude, longitude, and the radius area of the event 

are need for distance calculation. This information will be arrived into database, 

so it can make easy to recover data when finish to calculate using haversine 

formula [44]. 

2.11 Average Security 

      Measurement is entropy it represents the amount of information exist in a 

random variable, the exchanged information, and the amount of information 

shared between two random variables, entropy is a measure of the degree of 

indeterminacy of a random variable. This measure is also known as Shannon 

entropy, which provides the average case entropy measure for an independent 

distribution of random variables [45]. Secrecy of ciphers is calculated in terms 

of the key equivocation (conditional entropy of key given cipher).  Entropy of 

a message, called H (k/c), is the minimum number of bits needed to encode all 

possible occurrences (meanings) of the message, assuming all messages are 

equally likely. Entropy of a given message is defined by the Eq. (2.13) [46]. 
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              𝐇(𝐊 𝐂⁄ ) =  ∑ ∑ 𝐪𝐢  
𝐧
𝐢=𝟏

𝐋
𝐣=𝟏 𝐏𝐢𝐣 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝐏𝐢𝐣                     … (2.13) 

Where 

 qi = Pr (C = ci)  = Probability of cipher text  

Pij = Pr (K=ki / C = ci)= Probability of (key/ cipher text) 

C= cipher text , K= key, L is the key length, n is the cipher text length 
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Chapter Three 

The Proposed system 

 

3.1 Introduction 

        The recent breakthrough in education has transformed e-learning from its 

traditional concept to learning beyond time and space. However, mobile devices 

used in learning can become weak if the security aspects are neglected. Thus, 

authentication is one of the important lines of defense.  In this thesis, a new 

authentication technique has been developed. This technique represents an 

intelligent classroom to allow only authorized students to enter the class resources 

using a new geographic method. Also, the resources of this classroom are 

transferred securely by modifying the traditional RC6 encryption algorithm through 

using chaotic map. 

Section (3.2) introduces the design objectives of the proposed system. Section 

(3.3) is described the design details of the proposed system 

3.2 Design Objectives  

The design objectives of the proposed system are: 

1. Building a mobile learning system that is used in a classroom. This system has 

a robust authentication technique based on a new geographic technique. 

2. The proposed system transfers secure data using an improvement of RC6 

algorithm with chaotic map. 

3. Authentication technique uses web server for creating user mobile location and 

the keys for (n) users.   
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3.3 The Primitive Proposed system  

The primitive system of the proposed system consists of four sides. Server 

(database) side, administrator side, client side, and the web application server side. 

These sides are collaborated with each other as shown in Figure (3.1). 

 

 

Figure (3.1): Primitive model of the Proposed system. 

 

3.3.1 Administrator Side 

Figure (3.2) shows the administrator side. This side includes the following 

functions: 

1- Login (Authentication and Authorization): The administrator (lecturer) 

is authorized to access the system using (username and password). 

2- Student creation: The administrator (lecturer) can add new users 

(student), delete the other students. 
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3- Course creation: The administrator (lecturer) can add a new course and 

can delete what he wants. 

4- Exam: The administrator (lecturer) can create questions, choose the 

pattern of questions, add questions about exams, and change or delete 

questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.2): Diagram of Administrator Functions. 

 

 

System administrator 

( lecturer ) 

login 

     Student 

 
creation     

exam 

 

 

logout 

Course 

creation 
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3.3.2  Client Side 

       Figure (3.3) shows that the client side, which it includes the following 

functions: 

 

1- Login (User Authentication and Authorization):  

The client (student) can access to server through web server. The web 

server uses a proposed technique to check if the client (student) is valid or 

not based on location services and web service uses a proposed improved 

key scheduling algorithm to generate secret key for all valid users and use 

this key in IRC6 algorithm encrypte/decrypte process. 

2- Registration at class: Students can register in the class as long as their 

authentication is confirmed. In this step a secret key will be assigned to 

each student using the key management. 

3- Course Subject: The student is now authorized to access the course 

material, get the course, and the lecturer aids, and will receive a notice of 

any modification from the lecturer, on the other hand, he /she can send 

his/her inquiry about course material, exams, homework etc. in an 

encrypted form using the improvement RC6 (IRC6) algorithm, and 

communicate with the lecturer. 

4- Participate in the Exam: Students can obtain the exam if they can prove 

that they are authorized . 

5- Get the Exam Results:  The student can get the exam results at the end 

of the exam. 
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Figure (3.3): Diagram of Client Functions. 

 

 

3.3.3 Web Application Services  

The primitive block diagram of the web application server shows in Figure 

(3.4).  
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Figure (3.4): Primitive Block Diagram of the Web Application Server. 

 

3.4 Architecture of the Proposed system 

This section introduces the main network structure and the design of the 

proposed system. 

3.4.1 The Main Network Structure of the Proposed system 

             As shown in figure (3.5), the main network structure of the proposed system 

consists of a server (database), an administrator (lecturer), a client (student) and a 

web application server that serves as an intermediate stage between the 

(administrator and client) side and the server side. 

Database  

Client Validity Test using Location 

Mobile Services 

Key generation using IKSA for All 

User Services 

Server 

Web Application Server 

Security services using IRC6 

algorithm 
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Figure (3.5): Main Network Structure of the Proposed system. 

 

3.4.2 Design of the Proposed system 

    The proposed system demands a cooperation of several modules, which are 

shown in figures (3.5) such as (server database, administrator computer, client 

mobiles, and web application server). 

3.4.2.1 Design of the Database on Server Side 

    The database is designed in SQL server that serves as the underlying information 

repositories. These repositories are composed of (grid location point and earth 
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radius) which are represent grid location points for smart classroom  used for  

validity testing, user name and password used for authentication, Student 

information(Student name, Student age , Student stage, Student section), secret key 

for all users used for encrypte/decrypte process, and contents of learning materials 

authored or uploaded by instructors. 

 

3.4.2.2 Design of the Administrator (Admin) Side 

    The administrator (a lecturer) is a user with permissions authorizing him to add 

and update the information in the data base of the server side. The first step in admin 

side is to check the validity of student mobile location in order to allow the student 

from enrolling the learning system by get the key points which are represent 

boundary of smart class room from database through connecting with a web page 

of the web application server. Web application server allows admin to distribute 

(user name and password) to each valid student, assign secret key from database to 

each valid users(student), Add or update an educational material, solve problems, 

answer questions by interaction with users(student), add/delete users(student), and 

create new exam sheet. 

3.4.2.3  Design of the Client (User) Side 

    The client here does not know how to locate the smart classroom in order to 

engage in smart class activities and does not know the secret key used to encrypt / 

decrypt Information exchanged with the lecturer. The student at this point has only 

a user and password. Therefore, the mobile client (student) side communicates with 

the network to access the web application server and the propose system enter the 

mobile client location for testing if the location belongs to a smart classroom in 

which case it is considered a valid student to get the course and perform the exam 
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and the secret key assigned to the student to safely transmit of educational material, 

notices and exam performance. 

 3.4.2.4  Key management 

   This section presents the permanence of the system based key management the 

propose system use of Improved key scheduling algorithm (IKSA) and shows its 

power in the ability to key management in a new way because the Improved key 

scheduling algorithm (IKSA) generate N keys with variable length for N of users. 

This requires the Admin to know the key assigned to each user by providing a server 

database to save number for each user and its assigned key and the length of each 

key as shown in the Figure (3.6) shows Generate key using chaotic map. 

 

 Figure (3.6) : An Example of the Key Management. 
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    The use of key management to give flexibility to the adman to know the key 

assigned to each user and the length of this key in addition to the contents of the 

key to be able to send the correct key allocated to the user to use in the process of 

encryption and decryption Code Thus providing high security and here lies the 

strength of the system. 

 

3.4.2.5  Web Application Server 

     The web application server presents three main services: 

A- Finding and Authenticating Mobile Location:  

Web application server uses a proposed technique to determine the location of 

the mobile student and then it decides whether he/she is authorized or not.  

This service is implemented by using two stages: (Create grid points and 

Authentication test. 

 

i-First Stage (Create Grid Points):   

First stage depends on principles of geometry theory. This technique is applied 

on a set of points representing the boundaries of the smart classroom in order to get 

a network of points called (grid points) to cover a whole area of classroom. 

Algorithm (3.1) describes Create grid points algorithm.  
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Algorithm (3.1): Create Grid Points 

Input: Mobile location( latitude , longitude ). 

Output: grid Location points, Earth Radius for Each Grid Point  

 Begin 

   Step 1 determine four locations from mobile in classroom where 

            1-1 Get Location Top Left Call A, Get Location Top Right Call B 

                 Get Location Bottom Left Call C, Get Location Bottom Right Call D 

            1-2 Add (A, B, C, D) in Grid points in data base 

  Step 2 Calculate midpoint from Four location between each two Location 

point using Eq. (2.6) (2.7)  

            2-1(A, B) mid-Point call AB ,       (A,C)  mid-Point  call AC 

                   (B, D) mid-Point  call BD,     (C,D)  mid-Point  call CD  

           2-3 Add (AB, AC, BD, CD) in Grid Location points 

     Step 3 Calculate nearest point to each corner in Grid Location points where 

three Location point using Eq. (2.6) (2.7) (2.9) (2.10) 

               3-1 (A,AB,AC) get Z1 

                      (AB,B,BD) get Z2 

                      (AC,C,CD) get Z3 

                      (CD,D,BD) get Z4 

              3-2 Add (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4) in Grid Location points 

    Step4   using Eq. (3.20) 

              For each grid Location points do 

                  Get Earth Radius at latitude call Earth Radius 

                 Add (Earth Radius) in list Earth Radius 

              End for  

    Step5   Stored grid points and their Earth Radius in databased 

    End  

 

     Algorithm (3.1) can be explained by these steps: 

1- Determination of grid location points:  which are consist from 16 points in 

coordinate spherically (latitude and longitude).  
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2- Determination the boundary locations from mobile in classroom. Table (3.1) 

represents example of the boundary location from mobile in classroom and stored 

in grid location points at database. 

Table (3.1): Boundary Locations from Mobile in Classroom 

Points Latitude Longitude 

A 33.7442276 44.6149608 

B 33.74572335 44.6148985 

C 33.7453186 44.6150334 

D 33.7456524                     44.6150866  

 

3- Calculation four mid-point locations (AB, AC, BD, and CD), then store them in 

the grid location points at database. The middle point is half the distance between 

two points so the latitude and longitude of these two points must be used as input 

variables. For example, in order to calculate AB location between A and B points: 

I. Finding the distance at longitude between A and B points as shown in 

Eq. (3.1). 

  distance long =   longitude B - longitude A                         ... (3.1) 

II. Converting A and B from the spherical coordinates to the Cartesian 

form using Eq.(2.7) 

        x = ρ sinφ , y = ρ cosφ                                                  …  (2.7) 

and as described in Eq. (3.4) and (3.5) They were obtained from the following: 

     y = sin(λ2-λ1) * cos(φ2)                                                 ... (3.2) 

          x =cos(φ1)*sin(φ2) -sin(φ1)*cos(φ2)*cos(λ2-λ1)          ... (3.3) 
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where 

 φ1, λ1 is the start point, φ2, λ2 the end point 

                    X = Cos (latitude B) × Cos (distance long)                         ... (3.4) 

                    Y = Cos(latitude  B) ×  Sin (distance long)                        ... (3.5)                    

III.  Finding location AB (latitude , longitude ) using equation (3.8 ) 

and(3.9) They were obtained from the following: 

The formula is for the initial bearing (sometimes referred to as forward azimuth) 

which if followed in a straight line along a great-circle arc will take you from the 

start point to the end point  

 
latitude = atan -1 ( sin Δλ  cos φ2 ×cos φ1 × sin φ2 − sin φ1 ×cos φ2 × cos Δλ )     

 

Where 

φ1,λ1 is the start point, φ2,λ2 the end point (Δλ is the difference in longitude) 

                       longitude = atan -1 (y, x)                                                   ... (3.7) 

 

LatitudeAB= tan-1(Sin(latitudeA) + Sin(latitudeB) 

√(Cos(latitudeA)  +  x)  ∗  (Cos(latitudeA)  +  x)  +  y2 )                  …(3.8)   

 

 longitudeAB = longtiudeA + tan-1 (y, Cos( latitudeA) + x)                        …(3.9) 

Since atan-1 returns values in the range -π ... +π (that is, -180° ... +180°), to normalise 

the result to a compass bearing (in the range 0° ... 360°, with values transformed 

into the range( 180° ... 360°), convert to degrees and then use (θ+360) % 360, where 

% is (floating point) modulo. For final bearing, simply take the initial bearing from 

the end point to the start point and reverse it (using θ = (θ+180) % 360). 

IV. Add AB (latitude , longitude ) to grid Location points at database. 

… (3.6) 
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5- Calculation of four nearest points to each corner in grid location points 

(A, B, C, D) and store them in the grid location points at database. The 

corner consists from three location points so the latitude and longitude of 

these points must be used as input variables. Since the classroom has a 

square or rectangular shape, therefore it has four corners Z1 (A,AB, AC) , 

Z2(AB,B,BD) , Z3(AC,C,CD) , Z4 (CD , D , BD). For example, in order to 

calculate nearest point Z1 (A , AB, AC). 

 where: 

 a point on the earth’s surface can be represented by an n-vector, on a spherical 

model earth, this will be a vector originating from the centre of the earth. On an 

ellipsoidal model earth, it will intersect the equatorial plane at an angle equal to the 

geodetic latitude. 

 

I. Converting the location (A,AB,AC) points from spherical coordinates 

𝑃 = (r, θ, ∅) to Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) using Eq. (2.7). 

        x = ρ sinφ , y = ρ cosφ                                    …  (2.7) 

 

II. Calculation of vector product using Eq.(2.9) to find vector T[x,y,z]. 

             ‖u⃑ ‖ = √u1
2 + u2

2 + u3
2                                    …   (2.9) 

 

III.  Normalization  the vector T[x,y,z] to find vector �̂�[x,y,z] using Eq 

(2.10 ),(3.10),(3.11),(3.12) and (3.13) 

     û =
u⃑⃑ 

‖u⃑⃑ ‖
=

u⃑⃑ 

√u1
2+u2

2+u3
2
                                                  ...    (2.10) 
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Length=√𝑇[𝑋]2 + 𝑇[𝑌]2 + 𝑇[𝑍]2                                     …  (3.10) 

�̂� [x]= T[x]/length                                                               …  (3.11) 

�̂� [y]= T[y]/length                                                               …  (3.12) 

�̂� [z]= T[z]/length                                                                … (3.13) 

 

IV.  Multiplying the vector �̂� [x,y,z] by equator radius = 6378.137  km, the 

result of this step put in vector M[x,y,z] using Eq.(3.14),(3.15)and(3.16) 

M[x]= �̂� [x] × equator radius                                              ... (3.14) 

M[y]= �̂� [y] × equator radius                                              ... (3.15) 

M[z] = �̂� [z] × equator radius                                              ... (3.16) 

V. Converting M[x,y,z] from Cartesian coordinates to spherical coordinates 

using eq.(2.6) 

      φ = tan-1 (y /x ) , ρ=√𝐱𝟐 + 𝐲𝟐                                    …    (2.6) 

the formulae for converting between latitude/longitude points and n-vectors apply 

equally to spherical and ellipsoidal model earths:  

a) From latitude/longitude to n-vector, the n-vector for a point φ, λ on the 

earth’s surface, where latitude = φ and longitude = λ, is defined as 

 

 

   cos φ× cosλ 

                v[x,y,z] =    cosφ× sinλ 

   sinφ 
 

b)  From n-vector to latitude/longitude, for a given n-vector, the latitude φ and 

longitude λ of the point it represents on the surface is defined as: 

   φ = atan-1 (vz,  √v𝑥
2 + v𝑦

2 ) , λ = atan-1 (vy, vx)               

The equation (3.19) was obtained : 

... (3.17) 

 

          ... (3.18) 
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Latitude Z1 = sin -1 (z / equator radius)               

               Longitude Z1  = tan-1 [(y, x)]                                           ...  (3.19) 

VI. Adding location Z1(latitude, longitude) to grid location point 

databased. 

 

5-Repeate step 4 for calculate addition four nearest points for each corner in grid 

location (Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4) and stored in grid location points at databased. These nearest 

points are C1 (Z1,Z2,Z3) , C2 (Z1,Z2,Z4) , C3 (Z1,Z3,Z4) and C4 (Z2,Z3,Z4). 

The results of determining grid location points for smart class room   step 

includes (boundary point location, midpoint location, and nearest point location) 

which are shown in figure (3.7). 

 

 

Figure (3.7) : Grid Location Points for Smart class Room. 
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6 - Calculation of Earth Radius for Each Grid Point: 

For each location point in grid location points, the proposed technique 

calculates the radius of the earth in the latitude of these points and store them in the 

database in the form of (point, radius of the earth). In this step, the proposed 

technique creates function to return the earth radius in a degree system for each 

point in database.  

For example, in order to calculate the earth radius for location A (33.7442276, 

44.6149608):  

1-   Converting Latitude A form degree to radian (33.7442276 * PI / 180.) 

2- Applying equation (3.20):  

 

         R= equator  radius* 

√
𝐏𝐨𝐥𝐚𝐫 𝐫𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐮𝐬 𝟒

𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 𝐫𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐮𝐬 𝟒 × 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝐋𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐭𝐮𝐝𝐞 𝐀)𝟐+𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝐋𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐭𝐮𝐝𝐞𝐀)𝟐

√(𝟏−(𝟏−
𝐩𝐨𝐥𝐚𝐫 𝐫𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐮𝐬 𝟐

𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 𝐫𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐮𝐬𝟐
)×𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝐋𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐭𝐮𝐝𝐞𝐀)𝟐

                …(3.20) 

 

      Where  

 polar radius = 6356.7523142  km , equator radius  = 6378.137  km. 

 The earth is an ellipsoidal in shape, ellipses have a minor axis and a major axis. For 

Earth the minor axis passes through the poles and has an approximate polar radius 

= 6356.7523142 km, The major axis is equivalent to the radius at the equator with 

an approximate radius equator radius = 6378.137  km and earth radius = 6367 km , 

In the real world the angle of latitude is the angle between the radius of curvature 

in the minor axis and the equatorial plane (R). 

3- Adding the result: (point name, (latitude, longitude), earth radius) to 

database. 
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     the results of the first stage are create grid points consist of three elements (point 

name, location of grid points (latitude, longitude), earth radius for each grid location 

points).  

 

ii-Second Stage (Authentication Test): 

      In the second stage, instead of places, the location distance of the student mobile 

is analyzed. Distances can be calculated by using the Haversines Eq. (2.12) and the 

threshold value to get more accurate results. Grid point locations from database are 

used to get the latitude and longitude of each grid point and their earth radius. Then, 

the minimum haversines distances are checked, if the min value less than or equal 

to (0.01) then this location of mobile student is authenticated otherwise is not 

authenticated. This process is described in algorithm (3.2). 

Algorithm (3.2):  Authentication Test      

Input: Mobile location (latitude , longitude ) 

Output: Authenticate, not Authenticate 

 Begin 

    Step1: get all Location grid points and their Earth Radius in database 

    Step2 : get Location from student Mobile 

    Step3 : get Haversine distance for each grid Location points and their earth  

              radius using eq. (2.12) 

    Step4 : get min distance for step3 and check  

              If min ≤ 0.01 then Authenticate 

              Else not Authenticate 

  End  
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B-  Key Generation Service  

After the first service has been determined, the students are authorized to use 

the learning system. The data transferred between (students- lecturer) and web 

application server must be safe. Here the key generation service take place, and the 

web application server uses a proposed algorithm (IKSA) (Improved Key 

Scheduling Algorithm) as an improvement version of KSA for RC6 to generate 

variable length key for N users by using two types of chaotic map (Chebyshev,2D- 

logistic). Chebyshev determines the length of the key, while 2D-logistic determines 

the key elements as shown in block diagram of figure (3.8).  

 
Figure (3.8): Block Diagram of the IKSA and IRC6 algorithm. 
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 Proposed algorithm can work with different word size (denoted by w), the rounds 

number (denoted by r), block length (denoted by b). Hence the short-notation IRC6-

w/r/b is used to refer to size of word, the rounds number and block length and a key 

of b bytes is assigned to each user , where 0 <= b <= 255 . IRC6-w/r/b uses same 

structure for RC6 encrypte/decrypte process. 

       proposed IKSA uses chebyshev and 2D logistic maps to design the chaotic key 

schedule for RC6 to produce unpredictable, uncorrelated and highly randomness 

rounds keys using a deterministic function that can generate the same sequence at 

both encryption and decryption methods identically. The outputs of IKSA is N keys 

for N of users stored in database of an administer side. The administer selected user 

to assign to him a unique key and use the key in RC6 encrypte/decrypte process. 

 

-  Improvement key scheduling algorithm (IKSA) 

     Chaotic map is employed in the proposed system at key scheduled stage, more 

over to enhance security of the system in a perfect manner. The used chaotic 

systems are chebyshev maps and 2D logistics. Chebyshev and 2D logistic maps 

are used to create a N number of keys to N of users with variable lengths as shown 

in algorithm (3.3).  
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Algorithm (3.3) Improved Key scheduling algorithm (IKSA) 

Input    (No) Number of users, ((X0) initial value ,(n) degree of chebyshev                             

polynomial )parameter of chebyshev function.     

((X00) initial value, (λ) control parameter) parameter of logistic function. 

Output    database (user, key) 

Begin 

Initialize   IKSA by enter the (No) number of users to provide each of them a 

unique key  

   For ( User=1 to No )   

     While (! Key length < =3) 

      Calculate Chevbyshevvalue by equation (2.3) 

       Swap ( X0 , Chevbyshevvalue) 

       Data = Split (Chevbyshevvalue  , '.' ) and take only digits after the dot '.' 

        Key length= Convert ‘Data’ to integer number of 64- bits 

  End while 

  For (i=1 to key length) 

           Calculate logistic value by equation (2.5)  

          Swap (X00, Logistic value) 

          Convert   Logistic value   to integer number 64-bits 

          Key [i ]= Convert Logistic value to its ASCII equivalent value 

 End For  

        Add to databased (user, key) 

 End For 

End Algorithm  

 

        The main function of proposed IKSA is generate N key for N users with 

variable length. In order to achieve this, IKSA can be divided into two parts: 

1- Determine key length using chebyshev map, where the minimum limit for 

key length that is not equal and less than (3 symbols) to avoid create short keys 

that are not secure to be used for IRC6 algorithm. Chebyshev function used 
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parameter as inputs to its function, for example these parameter are:  X0 (initial 

value) = 0.2 and n = 5 and number of round [0-255], if the chebyshev value = 

0.334612078527893, spilt this value and take digits after dots '.' ( 

334612078527893) and converted to integer number 64-bits using Mod 

operation then key length = Mod(334612078527893) = 9 . 

2- Determine the key symbols using 2D logistic map, here the key represent as 

vector and length of this vector is equal key length value and each key symbol 

can be represented using logistic value after converted to Ascii code that its 

equivalent value. for example, 2D logistic function used parameter as inputs 

to its function, these parameters are: X00 (initial value) = 0.4 and λ=0.7 and 

number of round [0-255]. since the key length = 9, must be generate 9 logistic 

value using 2D logistic function and stored in array vector as V 

=(1,1,1,1,242,98,242,169,1) then convert each value in V to its equalized Ascii 

code to produce key =  _ h _ &  

  

C- Ciphering using IRC6 Service 

    web application server using Encryption /Decryption Process in IKSA. The input 

of encryption algorithm are four registers include plains text denoted by: A, B, C, 

and D each of which is of length w words. In additional to the keys generated from 

the IKSA, length of the encryption key in bytes denotes by b, rounds number 

denotes by r. 

     The administer selected user from data base to get (user, key), then encryption 

algorithm shown in algorithm (2.2) is used to convert the plain-text to the cipher-

text populated in the four registers. 
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      in the decryption algorithm shown in algorithm (2.3), The four registers A, B, 

C, and D Includes the cipher-text are fed into IRC6 along with the round number 

(r) and same key is used in encryption process which is get from database will be 

used in decryption process. The output of IRC6 decryption is the plaintext. 
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Chapter Four 

     Implementation and Results 

4.1 Introduction 

     This chapter describes the implementation of the proposed system, also it 

presents the practical results, initialization is given in section (4.2). The 

implementation of the proposed system is illustrated in section (4.3). While, 

section (4.4) clarifies the results of the proposed mobile learning system. Tests 

are presented in section (4.5).  

 

4.2 Initialization 

       The proposed system is implemented by using Microsoft visual studio 

environment 2017 by the C# programming language, Android Studio 3.4.1, 

SQL Server 2012, with a laptop computer (core i7) and Windows 10 as an 

operating system. Mobile devices with Android as an operational platform. 

 

4.3 Implementation of The Proposed system 

Implementation of the proposed system is clarified in subsections (4.3.1 

and 4.3.2). 

 

4.3.1 Implementation of Administrator 

The main page of administrator starts with " detect location" as shown 

in figure (4.1) for logging in. The administrator enters the four borders of the 

smart class room (top left, top right, button left, and button right) in generation 

grid point. 
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Figure (4.1): The Interface of Administrator detect location. 

 

     The interface of administrator for calculating grid location is shown in 

figure (4.2). 
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Figure (4.2): The Interface of Administrator Calculating Grid 

Location. 

 

After calculating grid locations for smart classroom, the points are saved in 

database of server as show in figure (4.3). 
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Figure (4.3): The interface of Stored Grid Points in Database of the 

Server. 

4.3.2  Implementation of Client 

The implementation of the client side is shown in figure (4.4), starting 

with the main interface of the application that requires (Latitude and 

longitude) to log in. 
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Figure (4.4): The Main Interface of the Client Side. 

 The client login process begins by sending a request involve student mobile 

location to the server (administrator) in order to login in, while the server 

determines whether the student is authorized or not. After the student mobile 

location is authenticated, the proposed system calculates the haversine 

distance which are shown in figure (4.5). 
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Figure (4.5): Interface of Calculation the Haversine Distances 

         After calculation the haversine distance, the result is compared with the 

threshold value, if the haversine distance is smaller than threshold value then 

the student is authenticated and if it is larger, the student is unauthenticated. 

This is shown in figure (4.6). 
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Figure (4.6): Interface of Student Authentication . 

4.4  Results of the Proposed system 

The results of the proposed system are concentrated on the proposed 

authentication and encryption techniques. These results are described in 

subsections (4.4.1 and 4.4.2).  
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4.4.1 Mobile Location Test  

     The test samples of student’s mobile phone locations that are used in the 

proposed authentication technique, are shown in the table (4.1). 

Table (4.1): Test Samples of Students Mobile Phone Locations. 

  

    Location detection algorithm plays an important role in proposed 

authentication technique at both sides' client (mobile phone) and administrator 

(server). Therefore, table (4.2) clarifies the results of calculating haversine 

distance values using location detection algorithm with different sample 

mobile phones location. 

 

 

 

 

Boundary Points  for Smart 

Classroom 
Student Mobile Location (SML) 

A= (33.7442276,44.6149608) 

B= (33.74572335,44.6148985) 

C= (33.7453186,44.6150334) 

D= (33.7456524,44.6150866) 

SML1=(33.7459811, 44.6151115) 

SML2=(33.7459908  ,44.6148963) 

SML3=(33.7459906 ,44.6148962) 

SML4=(33.7459907, 44.6148964) 

SML5=(33.7455859,44.6146099) 

SML6=(33.7456891,44.6148047) 

SML7= (33.7457325,44.614823) 
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Table (4.2): Haversine Distance Values using Proposed Authentication 

Method with Student Mobile Locations (SMLs). 

  SML 
                                  Location 

point Haversine 
 

Validity test 

SML1 

1 0.195495235957958 

 

2 0.0347777611219854 

3 0.0740264106813489 

4 0.03662552119342 

5 0.113087666756994 

6 0.134751486968794 

7 0.0553185450249468 

8 0.034413169971128 

9 0.135476048580421 

10 0.0382732466764902 

11 0.0553812204424769 

12 0.0338643313281451 

13 0.0585585453405051 

14 0.0395554195634142 

15 0.0337965225543528 

16 0.0364125948071356 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Not valid 

SML2 

1 0.196167329860777 

 

2 0.0297424682807273 

3 0.0758193678435688 

4 0.0415426618218899 

5 0.112951309135386 

6 0.135734718412825 

7 0.0581949905915337 

8 0.0348426335942007 

9 0.135658308556048 

10 0.0339846805184378 

11 0.0577631454194811 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Not valid 
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12 0.0392391591476396 

13 0.0565597530241772 

14 0.0354978417478786 

15 0.0383538912908137 

16 0.0412811525555562 
 

SML3 

1 0.196145380536134 

 

2 0.0297202925357182 

3 0.0757989871597563 

4 0.0415264352219047 

5 0.112929329319978 

6 0.135713165317053 

7 0.0581759221893665 

8 0.0348234954558652 

9 0.135636340747102 

10 0.0339625373420649 

11 0.0577437361322294 

12 0.0392236214468211 

13 0.0565377023555486 

14 0.0354757083552028 

15 0.0383377237978427 

16 0.0412649114073129 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Not valid 

SML4 

1 0.196155933563946 

 

2 0.0297312862113843 

3 0.0758068581289265 

4 0.0415286716220559 

5 0.112939940674439 

6 0.135722989453125 

7 0.0581818480049235 

8 0.0348295205778028 

9 0.135646929098329 

10 0.0339734665211876 

11 0.0577501484682986 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Not valid 
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Continue Table (4.2) 
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12 0.0392250396488473 

13 0.0565484504281861 

14 0.0354866182357335 

15 0.0383398890899395 

16 0.0412671653640106 
 

SML5 

1 0.154495492883826 

 

2 0.0307537901222449 

3 0.049164192206172 

4 0.0446956596250639 

5 0.0740419302111835 

6 0.0972203823819272 

7 0.0430915561220768 

8 0.0371558114995097 

9 0.0955266771311265 

10 0.029017110397195 

11 0.0416925927027503 

12 0.0455852896209056 

13 0.029921946535414 

14 0.0285251334195443 

15 0.0440728792250577 

16 0.0445937029166189 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Not valid 

SML6 

1 0.163165816960123 

 

2 0.00947294162862459 

3 0.0463117381741539 

4 0.0263843544792238 

5 0.0801953305577988 

6 0.103405732730537 

7 0.0327097528944773 

8 0.0173706914977957 

9 0.102795909456771 

10 0.00883099526297143 

11 0.0316379426314989 

12 0.0264642993740326 

13 0.0249218813572636 

14 0.00908348133752909 
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Continue Table (4.2) 
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15 0.0248566554918129 

16 0.0262109793026962 
 

SML7 

1 0.167836787759717 

 

2 0.0070551089281767 

3 0.0499706290429793 

4 0.0259512232322551 

5 0.0847606140808372 

6 0.107897824881451 

7 0.0351388272590424 

8 0.016444628469533 

9 0.107407935106675 

10 0.00885804254130753 

11 0.0342029188428414 

12 0.0254945198472654 

13 0.0289266248251888 

14 0.00986975508815527 

15 0.0238949362038389 

16 0.0257425186189239 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

valid 

 

Results of Table (4.2) showed the ability of detecting different student 

locations based on Haversine distance values.  

 

4.4.2 The Results of the Proposed IKSA for IRC6 Algorithm 

Table (4.3) shows two cases to generate keys for 10 users by using the 

proposed IKSA. Case 1: using (X0 = 0.2) as initial value for chebyshev map 

and (X00 =0.4 ) as initial value  for 2d logistic map. Case 2: using (X0 = 0.1) 

as initial value for chebyshev map and (X00 = 0.3 ) as initial value  for 2d 

logistic map. 
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Table (4.3) : Key generation using IKSA with Different Initial parameters 

for chebyshev and 2d-logistic Chaotic Maps. 

#users Case 1 Case 2 

1 1,1,1,1,1,242,98,242,169,169,1, 1,1,1,1,1,166,106,166,16,16,1, 

2 22,94,82,193,229,1,166,163,106, 162,234,42,168,234,171,186,138,186,42,42,171,42, 

3 46,226,1,46,151,151,91, 144,144,48,171,63,48,177,186,219,177,81,144,147,2

7,219, 

4 1,118,118,67,1,154,67,1,154,67,67,154,154,

67,154, 

69,18,69,69,222,222,69,171,222,222,69,222,222,171

,69, 

5 169,13,13,169,1,13,13, 180,165,165,180,75,60,120,210,165, 

6 109,151,184,109,79,16,214,79,244,244,244,

184,214, 

85,85,85,85,85,85,85,85,85, 

7 166,16,166,41,176,11,116, 56,56,56,146,71,106,16,106,116,56,131,146,116,41,

11, 

8 125,80,20,55,55,70,245,245,5, 106,106,151,244,244,139,214, 

9 4,1,4,4,4,1,1,1,4, 186,42,42,42,186,171,186,42,138,138,234, 

10 147,147,144,177,219,147,219,3,219, 164,121,44,121,209,121,166,164,209,16,194,164,16,

121,14, 

 

 

Explanation assign secret key of the IKSA process in web application services 

side and client (student) side for three students in Figure (4.7,4.8 and 4.9)  
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a                                                                          b 

 

c 

Figure (4.7): Assign secret key process in web application services side and client (student) 

side for user1,(a)web services input ,(b)web services output ,and (c) mobile of user1 
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                               a                                                               b 

 

 

 
          c 

Figure (4.8) Assign secret key process in web application services side and client (student) 

side for user2 (a)web services input, (b)web services output ,and (c) mobile of user2 

 

 

 

c 
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                     a                                                    b 

 

 

c 

 
Figure (4.9) Assign secret key process in web application services side and client (student) 

side for user3 (a)web services input, (b)web services output, and (c) mobile of user3 
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4.5  Tests 

      Depending on section (2.11), secrecy of IRC6 is tested in terms of the key 

equivocation (conditional entropy of key given cipher). Table (4.4) shows the 

average security of original RC6 algorithm with KSA, and IRC6 algorithm 

with IKSA using a fixed size plaintext (128,192, and 256) bits and fixed key 

length (16,24, and 32) bits. 

 

Keys 

Length\ 

Bits 

Plaintext 

Size\ 

Bits 

User Average Secrecy 

for RC6 

Average Secrecy 

for IRC6 

Average security  for  RC6 and IRC6  

16 128 1 0.244180662225532 0.922843090385818 

 

2 0.244180662225532 0.439525192005959 

3 0.244180662225532 0.471306701932767 

4 0.244180662225532 0.569754878526243 

5 0.244180662225532 0.617039187564824 

6 0.244180662225532 1.41359924196203 

7 0.244180662225532 0.568591010971349 

8 0.244180662225532 0.390689059560852 

9 0.244180662225532 0.667427143416456 

10 0.244180662225532 0.390689059560852 

24 192 1 0.244180662225532 0.4546400352661  

 

 

2 0.244180662225532 0.358131637930781 

3 0.244180662225532 0.487585412747803 

4 0.244180662225532 0.4546400352661 

5 0.244180662225532 0.781378119121704 

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

12345678910

key length 16 and plain text size 128

RC6 IRC6

Table (4.4): Average security for RC6 and IRC6. 
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The highest values of the average security for the three tests key length and 

plain text size for the RC6 and IRC6 are shown in the table (4.5). 

 

6 0.244180662225532 0.439525192005959 

 

7 0.244180662225532 0.455803902820994 

8 0.244180662225532 0.569754878526243 

9 0.244180662225532 0.537197456896172 

10 0.244180662225532 0.615875320009931 

32 256 1 0.308519593782412 0.406967770375887 

 

2 0.308519593782412 0.439525192005959 

3 0.308519593782412 0.537197456896172 

4 0.308519593782412 0.602312300156314 

5 0.308519593782412 0.439525192005959 

6 0.308519593782412 0.683705854231491 

7 0.308519593782412 0.47208261363603 

8 0.308519593782412 0.537197456896172 

9 0.308519593782412 0.551924344304682 

10 0.308519593782412 0.423246481190923 

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

12345678910

key length 24  and plain text size 
192

RC6 IRC6

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

12345678910

key length 32  and plain text size 
256

RC6 IRC6

Continue Table (4.4) 
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Figure (4.10) shows a comparison between RC6 and IRC6 based on highest 

values of average security. 

 

Figure (4.10): Comparison between RC6 and IRC6  

 key 16/ plain128 key 24/ plain192 key 32/ plain 256

Key length\ Plain text size

RC6 0.244180662 0.244180662 0.308519594

IRC6 1.413599242 0.781378119 0.683705854
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Key length\ Plain text 

size 

RC6 IRC6 

16\128 0.244180662225532 1.41359924196203 

24\192 0.244180662225532 0.781378119121704 

32\256 0.308519593782412 0.683705854231491 

Table (4.5): Highest Values of Average Security for the RC6 and IRC6. 
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Table (4.5) and figure (4.10) show the average security for IRC6 better than 

RC6. 

4.5.1 Example of Encryption using IRC6 

   In the proposed system the student can take an educational course and 

interact with the lecturer and participate in the exam, but the exam is shown 

only as an example of the encryption process using IRC6, table (4.6) 

illustrated encryption /decryption answer of the client (student) using secret 

key which is generate in IKSA. 

Table (4.6): Encryption /Decryption student answer using IRC6 . 

Mobile Encrypt questions Key User Question 

 

198,201,8,244,183,93,171,218,52,110,103,2,110,20,98,49,

9,13,8,166,54,9,101,15,212,134,1,28,138,68,190,169,156,2

15,102,207,152,204,169,104,215,229,27,55,49,96,222,133,

198,193,238,232,149,120,85,214,54,95,214,30,245,40,141,

143,86,220,227,119,45,27,185,108,191,211,77,36,202,163,

93,233,124,231,186,143,192,237,9,23,63,111,102,232,77,2

34,173,162,141,206,196,75,251,193,164,206,5,168,34,42,3

8,195,186,189,102,174,238,168,141,190,99,153,12,105,13

8,218,59,242,103,47,121,176,32,75,133,106,143,105,147,7

3,7,231,2,237,164,40, 

,1,1,1,1,1,

242,98,24

2,169,169,

1 

1 In the DES algorithm, 

although the key size is 

64 bits only 48bits are 

used for the encryption 

procedure, the rest are 

parity bits 

1 

230,68,246,99,189,231,247,72,148,201,27,68,244,48,59,60

,77,127,228,238,54,196,147,241,95,249,142,241,186,127,9

7,17,83,87,166,141,165,21,122,202,223,176,119,39,82,36,

37,4,83,84,48,115,89,193,71,228,45,188,101,213,176,254,

229,192,12,218,133,145,235,180,135,135,19,5,234,246,10

7,182,207,241,124,89,15,250,57,35,32,25,121,102,174,95,

64,33,200,5,147,66,185,90,3,87,234,37,84,158,218,132,13

6,20,219,223,104,211,196,52,236,134,119,93,81,155,192,1

50,241,164,107,147,13,158,164,119,66,31,80,53,245,114,2

1,196,158,52,214 

22,94,82,1

93,229,1,1

66,163,10

6 

2 
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240,141,160,95,178,218,239,155,47,215,63,190,225,146,1

98,213,140,49,94,241,35,240,125,44,189,251,100,86,151,1

53,169,188,44,139,20,157,109,143,23,36,207,195,10,192,1

37,61,252,234,250,160,229,47,92,116,29,229,20,112,7,53,

174,28,111,88,249,172,135,165,240,108,57,94,5,100,49,13

5,81,187,100,19, 

,1,1,1,1,1,

242,98,24

2,169,169,

1 

1 Confusion hides the 

relationship between the 

cipher text and the 

plaintext. 

2 

2,227,202,207,183,183,114,213,204,212,179,19,17,215,10

9,19,125,91,129,37,126,60,151,56,81,22,5,243,249,166,75,

8,255,5,115,55,164,137,241,81,95,105,210,203,179,200,20

3,252,187,160,146,140,36,135,45,12,227,238,245,209,41,1

99,227,11,90,201,155,157,233,243,229,12,194,14,37,201,1

13,230,14,194 

22,94,82,1

93,229,1,1

66,163,10

6 

2 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work   

 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter concludes some conclusions about the implementation and 

results of the proposed secured mobile learning system. These conclusions are 

given in section (5.2). Section (5.3) outlines the suggestions for future work. 

   

5.2 Conclusions 

Some conclusions can be drawn from the results and tests of this work 

as follows: 

1- Results in section (4.4) clarifies that the proposed mobile learning system 

is successfully implemented through collaboration between mobile phones 

and the server through web service technology. However, authentication 

is an important issue to protect this system.  

2- Results of sections (4.4.1, 4.4.2) and tests in section (4.5) prove that 

adoptive authentication system is efficient through utilizing mobile 

location detection algorithm to achieve high security.   

3- There is significant work in implementation of this work that is invisible 

to the user through using web service technology, especially in dealing 

with mobile devices.     

4- Table (4.3) shows that the proposed system to generate keys is very 

sensitive to any change in the initial values, this is because of using chaotic 

function.  
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5- Figures (4.7,4.8 and 4.9) shows assign secret key of the IKSA process in 

web application  services side and client (student) side. 

6- Table (4.4) shows the highest average security value for IRC6 is 

1.41359924196203 with key length =16 and plain text size=128. While, 

the highest average security value for RC6 is 0.308519593782412 with 

key length =32 and plain text size=256. In addition, table (4.5) and figure 

(4.10) prove the proposed IRC6 algorithm is more secure than original 

RC6.  

7- Authentication using location which is used in this model is an important 

step toward smart classroom.  

 

5.3 Suggestions for Future Work 

in this work, several topics have been identified that will provide 

significant support in the field of secure mobile learning system such as: 

1- Developing a stream cipher by depending on the RC7 for increasing 

authentication with the addition of other types of chaotic map such 

as: (symplectic, tangent, tent, tinkerbell , interval exchange map). 

2- Using other media such as (picture, voice) overlapping with using 

texts and video in order to increase unpredictability. 

3- Use multi smart classes to provide the opportunity to take the lecture 

and the exam for as many students as possible.  

4- Use the iPhone OS (ios) to apply the proposed system. 
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 الخالصة

 

مفهتم على بيئة التعلم في الاظم التعليمية ويركز هذا ال smart classroomمفهتم  االخيرةظهر في السنناتا  

لة  يةالمتاق فة الرقم قا يد من الث جد عد وتتفير نتع  جل زيادة مرونة التعلم عن بُ فة على , من ا قا هذه الث تركز 

تركز هذه األطروحة على  .عملية التعلم وليس المعلم معالجة المعرفة وتساعد الطالب على أن يكتن هت مركز

خلل خادم يسننتمدم خدما  التيب  تصننميم وتافيذ نظام تعليمي كامل للهتاتا المومتلة للتفاعل اللكننلكي من 

ا للسنننننننماح للهاتا المومتل Administratorيماح الامتذج المقترح المادم ) .لفصنننننننل د اكننننننني ( تفتيضنننننننا

تصنننننننتل ظلى الاظام المقترح ألخذ مواأنننننننرة او أداا االمتوان بعد التوق  من ( بالstudentللمسنننننننتمدمين )

ا وأكنننناكننننياا من الاظام المقترح اعتماداا على متق  الهاتا المومتل .متثتقية الطالب ا مهما  تعد المتثتقية جزاا

 مفتاحكنننننننيتلد ( Administratorفان المادم ) (smart classroom)داخل حدود الطالب ظذا كان ب للطال

والذي يتفر   key management systemيتم تمصننيه هذه المفاتيح للطلا الممتلين باكننتمدام  للطالب

الحقاا في التشنننفير وفل التشنننفير باكنننتمدام تاح المفا هذ مفتاح فريد وممتلا الطتل لكل طالب ممتل ,يسنننتمدم

تااداا ظلى نتعين من المرائط اكننننن IRC6ختا زمية  تتليد مفتاحتم  (IRC6) .الموسننننناةختا زمية التشنننننفير 

 الاتائجين. من المسنننننتمدم Nمن المفاتيح ل Nمن أجل ظنشننننناا  (chebyshev, 2D logistic) الفتأنننننتية

القيمة األصنن ر  مباكننتمدا الذكيمتق  الطلا داخل الفصننل الد اكنني  توديد في المقترح الاظام نجاح اظهر 

 Improved تثبت الاتائج أن متتكنط كنريةو threshold ومقا نتها م  قيمة ال Haversine formula لل

RC6 algorithm(IRC6) من أفضننننل Traditional RC6 algorithm(RC6)  ،  بالمقا نة م  الواال

مفتاح  في طتل الممتلفة لطتل المفتاح وحجم الاه التاأننننح وظهر  اعلى قيمة لمقيام األماية المسننننتمدم 

بقى  في حين IRC6 (1.413 - 0.390) بلغ متتكنننط كنننرية بت حيث 128 التاأنننحوحجم الاه  بت، 16

 . RC6( 0.244 ) في متتكط السرية بقيمة ثابتة
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	b)  From n-vector to latitude/longitude, for a given n-vector, the latitude φ and longitude λ of the point it represents on the surface is defined as:

